
 Shooters,

I want to let you all know about the second round of advanced shooting courses, I'm offering.  They
will take place on

October 10th (Canton, TX)

October 24th (Odessa, TX)



November 14th (Canton, TX)

in Canton, TX and Odessa, TX.  They're called TacFrog Global's Intermediate Combat Handgun
Class, but make no mistake about it, it IS an ADVANCED level course!

It will not be open to everyone, however, so check out the requirements below, to see if you qualify
for the class.  (I've attached the upcoming class dates for the prerequisite qualifying
course, should you need to attend it first.)  If you qualify, I'd love to see YOU there.  SPACE IS
LIMITED, however, SO DON'T JACK AROUND!

Intermediate Combat Handgun Class - Student Requirements - MUST meet at least ONE of the
following:

Successful completion of TacFrog Global's Combat Handgun Class

Current or Former Member of U.S. Military Special Operations Unit -  (Dependent upon TFG's
assessment of student's shooting

style and ability.)

Current or Former Member of U.S. Law Enforcement SWAT -  (Dependent upon TFG's assessment of
student's shooting style

and ability.)

Successful completion of select shooting classes provided by reputable vendors, as determined by
TFG's Staff.

Here is a brief list of skills that will be covered:

* Review of Combat Handgun Class principles, philosophy, and techniques.
* Positional Shooting
* Movement Shooting
* Distance Shooting
* Barricade Shooting
* Malfunction Procedures

*** There is an incredible amount information in just those 6 areas, and we'll cover more, depending



on the coachability of the class. ***

So, let me know if you'll attend one of the Intermediate Combat Handgun Classes on 10/10 or 11/14,
or one of the other Combat Handgun Classes.   

UPCOMING DATES & LOCATIONS

Intermediate Combat Pistol Class - $499
October 10th (Canton, TX)
November 14th (Canton, TX)

Combat Pistol Class - $399  
- August 8th (Canton, TX
- September 12th (Canton, TX)
- October 25th, (Odessa, TX)
- December 12th (Canton, TX)

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO ON
THESE CLASSES

God bless!

Scott Phillips



Christians MC
TacFrog Global
Danger Academy

P.S. - Help spread the word to those you know who need, or
would want the training.



TacFrog(Global's!
SPECIAL(OPERATIONS(TACTICAL(SHOOTING!

!

YOU!are!a!shooter,!and!you!want!to!become(a(BETTER(shooter.!Correct?!

!

If!the!answer!is!YES,!then!I!want!to!speak!very!straightforward!with!you!
for!a!minute.!My!name!is!Scott!Phillips,!and!many!of!you!know!me,!you!
know!where!I've!been,!and!you!know!what!I've!done.!For(those(that(

don't(know(me,(the(bottom(line(is(that(I'm(a(former(Navy(SEAL,(and(I'm(
passionate(about(teaching(good(people(how(to(shoot(like(the(very(best(

shooters(in(the(world.!

!!!

!

!

!!!!

!

!

!

I!have!included!a!LONG!LIST!of!testimonials!from!former!students!of!
mine,!and!among!the!many,!many,!many!great!comments!regarding!the!
class,!there!is!one!common!theme:!EVERY!PERSON!WHO!HAS!ATTENDED!
MY!TRAINING...WHETHER!THEY!ARE!EXPERIENCED,!INEXPERIENCED,!
YOUNG,!OLD,!FIT,!OR!UNFIT...EVERY!SINGLE!ONE!OF!THEM!WILL!TELL!
YOU!THESE!3!THINGS:!

!!

#1.!This!class!is!worth!WAY!MORE!than!the!financial!investment!!

#2.!This!class!is!FUN!and!WILL!MAKE!YOU!A!MUCH!BETTER!SHOOTER!!!

#3.(YOU(SHOULD(TAKE(THIS(CLASS(ASAP!!

!((!

!

YOU$ARE$THE$PERSON$THESE$CLASSES$WERE$
DESIGNED$FOR!!

!!



I$have$EIGHT,$one<day$classes$(9$AM$<$5$PM)$!

coming$up$through$the$end$of$2015.!

Combat$Handgun$Class$(CHC)!
!"!or!"!

*$Intermediate$Combat$Handgun$
Class$(ICHC)$<!

$***!Prerequisite!for!attending!the!ICHC!"!Completion!of!TFG's!CHC!and!
recommendation!by!TFG's!instructor!staff!or!Completion!of!CHC!

comparable!course!by!a!reputable!training!provider,!and!
recommendation!by!TFG's!instructor!staff.!***!

!!
July$18th$(CHC)$Canton,$TX!
August$8th$(CHC)$Canton,$TX!

September$12th$(CHC)$Canton,$TX!
October$10th$*$(ICHC)$Canton,$TX$
October$24th$*(ICHC)$Odessa,$TX$
October$25th$(CHC)$Odessa,$TX$!

November$14th$*$(ICHC)$Canton,$TX!
December$12th$(CHC)$Canton,$TX!

!!

I'd$love$to$see$YOU$there!!
During!these!one!day!courses,!I!will!teach!you!the!EXACT(SAME(

fundamental(combat(pistol(shooting(techniques!that!are!currently!
being!employed!by!our(nation's(most(Elite(Counter(Terrorist(Operatives,!

across!the!globe,!with!GREAT!SUCCESS!!

!!!!

Listen!to!what!recent!course!graduates!had!to!say!
about!this!training:!

!!

(!

That(was(the(best(class((high(school,(college,(or(military)(that(I(have(
ever(taken.!The!instructor!cadre!and!yourself!create!a!safe,!fun,!and!
relaxed!environment!conducive!to!learning.!I!have!been!telling!anyone!
that!will!listen!that!if(they(have(ever(even(considered(shooting(a(pistol(



they(need(to(take(your(class.(It's!great!because!no!matter!what!level!
shooter!someone!is!they!can!benefit!from!your!class.!

!This!is!definitely!a!ministry!you!were!called!to!do.!These(are(skills(that(I(
can(pass(on(to(my(family.!Thanks!again!for!everything.!I(will(be(taking(
this(class(once(a(year(from(now(on.!

V((Lt.Col.(Scott(Miller,(Iraq(and(Afghanistan(War(Veteran(Pilot!

!!!!

!

"Thank(you,(doesn't(explain(the(satisfaction(I(received(from(the(day(
long(training(at(TacFrog!!You!know!I!can!shoot,!from!my!twelve!years!
with!the!Texas!Dept.!of!Public!Safety!and!four!of!those!years!on!the!State!
Regional!Pistol!team,!BUT!the!mechanics!and!the!mind!set!you!and!your!
team!imparted!was!more!than!just!"firing!a!gun!or!shooting".!It!made!all!
the!pieces!of!the!puzzle!fit!!
This!course!is!the!complete!package!for!any!shooter,!regardless!of!age,!
gender!or!experience.!Your!support!team!was!awesome!with!their!
professionalism,!courtesy!and!friendliness."!

V(David(Hancock,(Texas(State(Trooper(&(Owner(/(Instructor(V(Accurate(
Firearms(Training,(Inc.!!

!!

!

"After(the(training,(I(now(have(the(basics(and(confidence(to(be(able(to(
protect(my(family(when(needed.!I!know!what!I!need!to!practice,!and!
based!on!the!improvement!I!experienced!in!only!one!day,(I(can(only(say(
that(this(course(is(worth(10x(what(it(cost.!

Everyone(that(owns(a(handgun(owes(it(to(their(family(to(take(this(
course.(Thanks!again!from!an!"over]the]hill"!64!year!old!grandfather.!!!!!!

V(Ron(Warkentine!!!!!!

!!!!

I!had!the!pleasure!and!opportunity!to!attend!Scott!Phillip's!Combat!
Shooting!Class!in!late!April!2015.!I!have!grown!up!around!firearms!my!
entire!life.!I'm!comfortable!around!firearms!and!I'm!a!decent!shot.!OH!
MY!GOODNESS!!!Scott(and(his(instructors(from(the(classroom(to(the(
shooting(range(were(true(professionals(in(every(aspect!!It!would!not!
have!mattered!if!I!had!never!seen!a!firearm.!The!simple!and!easy!to!
understand!instructions!given!and!demonstrated!made!the!newest!of!
shooters!feel!confident.!Scott(Phillip's(Combat(Shooting(Class(is(a(must(



from(the(novice(to(the(most(seasoned(shooter.!FIVE(STAR!!!!!!!
Thanks!Scott!and!God!Bless!!!
!
VRoger(M(Turner(

!

!

!
!!

!

!

!

From(Military(Special(Operations:(

!!!
!I've!had!the!privilege!of!learning!from!some!of!the!top!instructors!in!the!
world,!including!U.!S.!Army!Special!Forces,!DELTA,!and!Navy!SEALs.!!As!a!
former!Navy(SEAL,!Scott!is!the!real!deal!in!a!world!of!fake's,!fraud's,!and!
"wanna!]be's.!!He!is!the!most!skilled!warrior!physically,!mentally,!and!
spiritually!I!have!ever!met,!PERIOD!!!If!you!want!to!learn!anything!in!
regards!to!shooting,!tactics,!and!fighting,!no(matter(what(your(skill(
level(is,!I(recommend(Scott(Phillips.(!And!when!it!comes!to!passing!that!
knowledge!on!to!students,!there(is(none(better.!!And!despite!his!
incredible!resume,!there!is!no!ego!with!Scott.!!He!is!the!ultimate!
professional.!
If!you!are!searching!for!the!best!training!out!there,!that!will!
accommodate!ALL!of!your!training!needs,!I!highly!recommend!Scott!
Phillips!and!TacFrog!Global.!

]!Jimmy(Littlefield!
Former!U.S.!Army!Special!Forces!"Green!Beret"!
Police!Officer!/!Federal!Air!Marshal!
Federal!Law!Enforcement!Training!Center!(FLETC)!Instructor!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!
!
Take(the(course(V(Scott(is(one(of(the(best(out(there.!Not!only!is!he!highly!
proficient!at!weapons...but,!a!phenomenal!instructor!as!well.!

VRex(Vehrs!!
Army!Ranger!:!Multiple!Tour!Combat!Veteran!
!Federal!Law!Enforcement!and!Leadership!Instructor!



!!

!!

From(Law(Enforcement(Special(Operations:!

(!

You(do(not(want(to(miss(this(course!!Scott!is!one!of!the!finest!firearms!
instructors!I've!had!the!opportunity!to!learn!from.!If(you(have(to(
sacrifice(a(bit(to(attend(this(course,(do(it.(You(will(never(regret(it.!!

VUncle(Sam!
!DEA!Afghanistan!Special!Operations!

!

!

Scott!is!a!great!shooter!and!a!better!instructor.!He!has!a!natural!talent!
for!inspiring!confidence!in!his!students!and!making!them!better!than!
they!think!they!can!be.!!

!"Sgt."Doug"Deaton!
Plano,!TX!Police!Department!SWAT!

!

!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

From(Armed(Citizens:!



(I'm!an!avid!hunter,!fisherman,!and!an!all]around!outdoorsman.!I've!had!
my!Concealed!Handgun!License!going!on!15+!years,!and!I(thought(I(
knew(how(to(shoot!and!I(thought(I(was(a(good(shot.!I!did!take!Scott's!
course,!and!at!the!end!of!the!day,!my!blinders!had!been!removed.!Not!
only!does!Scott!teach!you!how!to!see!in!front!of!you,!he!also!teaches!you!
how!to!see!180!degrees.!You(would(think(that(with(all(of(Scott's(
training,(knowledge,(and(discipline,(that(you(would(be(intimidated(by(
all(of(this,(but(not(with(Scott.(He's(got(the(patience(of(Job,!especially!
dealing!with!people!who!have!live!rounds!!LOL!!I(am(thankful(and(
blessed(to(have(Scott(offer(his(knowledge(and(training(to(us(civilians.!
Thank!you!and!God!bless!!!

V(Joe(Delbert!!!972V762V5852!!

(

I(believe(that(I(learned(more(this(oneVday(class(than(in(any(other(
firearms(training(that(I(have(ever(taken.!By!listening!carefully,!following!
instructions!and!throwing!away!all!of!my!previous!habits!(both!good!and!
bad),!my(handgun(shooting(dramatically(improved(over(the(course(of(
one(day.(

Before!the!class,!I!was!concerned!that!my!lack!of!military!or!law!
enforcement!background!or!lack!of!formal!advanced!training!would!be!
an!issue!during!the!class!or!with!the!instructors.!I!could!not!have!been!
more!wrong.!!Never!once!during!the!class!did!I!feel!as!if!I!was!belittled!or!
second!class!because!I!didn't!have!specific!law!enforcement!or!military!
training!or!background.!

(Without(exception,(the(instructors(were(all(exceptional(
professionals.!!They!are!all!warriors!and!patriots!of!the!highest!order.!!I!
believe!that!this!class!will!make!you!a!better!shooter!and!TacFrog!
Global's!instruction!is!on!par!with!anything!offered!in!the!world!today!at!
any!price.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(

]!Paul(Curtis!!!
President!]!CARGO!(Citizens!Association!for!Responsible!Gun!Ownership)!!

!

!

Best(place(in(Texas(for(Combat(Handgun(training!(((((((((((((

!:!John"Wideman!
!!
!!
Overall,!the(best(class(I(have(ever(been(through....(I(learned(more(than(
words(can(say.!If!you!have!a!CHL,!thinking!about!getting!a!CHL,!just!



want!to!learn!the!CORRECT!way!to!practice!and!become!a!proficient!gun!
handler,!you(need(to(go(to(this(class!taught!by!Scott!Phillips.!If!you!don't!
go!to!Scott's!class,!you!are!cheating!yourself...!and!possibly!putting!
yourself!in!danger!if!you!ever!need!to!handle!your!handgun!in!a!
defensive!manner.!Scott(is(a(worldVclass(instructor(that(just(so(happens(
to(be(in(our(own(backyard.!I(can't(wait(for(the(next(one.!

V(Shad(Reif,!D.C.!
!!
!!
I!was!fortunate!enough!to!make!it!to!this!class.!Best(Father's(Day(gift(
EVER!!If!you!didn't!make!this!class!or!want!to!go!to!a!combat!handgun!
class!(or!combat!anything!for!that!matter)!DON’T(GO(ANYWHERE(ELSE!!(
I!always!figured!I!knew!a!lot!about!firearms,!as!I!grew!up!shooting,!and!
I'd!do!OK!if!it!came!to!a!shooting!scrape.!I!learned!pretty!quickly!that!I!
knew!nothing,!except!maybe!which!end!of!the!gun!the!bullet!came!out!
of.!:)!But!I!know!a!lot!more!now!than!I!did!!Just!gotta!practice!it.!Thanks!
Scott!!You!are!a!world]class!warrior!and!a!humble!man!of!God.!Go!
figure!!

!V(Chris(Adkins!
U.S.!Navy!Veteran!!

"!!!!

!!!!

Last!Saturday!was!spent!with!Scott!Phillips!from!TacFrog!Global!at!our!
private!facility!in!Canton,!and!the!shooting!was!intense...as!well!as!the!
heat.(If(you(want(to(see(your(shooting(skills(taken(to(a(level(that(you(
have(not(been(able(to(reach,(contact(this(organization.(I(have(trained(
with(sheriff(departments,(police(departments,(Marine(gunnies,(FBI(
firearm(instructors,(etc.(You(will(find(none(better(than(Scott.(If!you!are!
a!serious!shooter...(take(a(class(under(this(former(Navy(SEAL.(

V(Jim(Lynch(
Tactical(and(Defensive(of(Texas(
((
((
Hey!Scott,!Thanks!so!much!for!inviting!me!to!your!Combat!Handgun!
Class.!It(met(every(expectation(that(I(had.!I!just!want!to!let!you!know!
that!even!though!you!are!a!great!shooter,!you!may!even!be!a!better!
teacher.!I!might!be!more!impressed!with!you!for!that,!because!you!can!
share!your!knowledge!with!all!of!us.!

V(Don(Gray(
((



((
I!appreciate!the!time!you!spent!with!me!on!the!range.!(I(am(thankful(for(
the(opportunity(to(train(with(someone(who(cares(and(is(willing(to(go(
the(extra(mile(to(see(I(get(the(proper(training(from(the(start.((So!many!
programs!today!present!false!information,!and!will!not!take!the!time!to!
get!to!know!the!habits!of!others,!much!less!take!the!time!to!correct!
those!habits.!Especially!when!it!didn't!sink!in!the!first!50!times.!
The(training(was(beyond(a(doubt(the(best(instruction(I(could,(and(I(am(
now(confident,(will(ever(receive.((I(appreciate(the(Christian(
atmosphere(with(some(cutting(up(and(relaxed(conversation.(You!can't!
imagine!how!much!that!makes!a!difference!to!the!average!student.!
Most!cannot!understand!the!sacrifice!it!takes!to!be!a!warrior,!much!less!
one!who!dedicates!his!life!to!Christ.!!Thank!you!my!brother!for!your!
sacrifice!and!thank!you!for!giving!the!glory!to!God.!!What!an!awesome!
day!to!share!with!my!brothers.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Your(ADD(and(dyslexic(student.(((
Randy(Haver!
:!U.S.!Naval!Construction!Battalion!
!!
!!
I!can't!tell!you!enough!how!much!I!appreciate!you!letting!me!attend!the!
class.!I!love!the!way!you!teach!/!coach.!I!took!it!to!heart!when!you!told!
us!to!just!listen!to!you!&!do!what!you!say!&!we'll!be!better!shooters.!I!
tried!to!do!just!that!&!I!hope!I!didn't!let!you!down.!I(honestly(feel(that(by(
using(what(you(taught(us,(I'm(already(better(than(I(was(before(the(
class!&!will!continue!to!train!hard.!I'm!committed!to!being!the!best!/!
most!responsible!shooter!I!can!be.!Thanks!for!sharing!your!incredible!
skills!&!real!world!knowledge!with!us.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
VAron(Saffell!
Firefighter!!

!

!

It!has!been!my!pleasure!to!know!Scott!for!some!time!now,!and!it!is!
without!any!reservation!at!all!that(I(highly(recommend(Scott(Phillips(to(
you(for(your(defensive(weapons(and(security(training(and(preparation.(

I!consider!Scott!not!only!a!friend!and!a!patriot,!but!most!importantly!a!
mature!Christian!who!is!always!willing!to!go!the!extra!mile!in!whatever!
he!sets!out!to!accomplish.!Scott's!military!service!in!which!he!served!as!
one!of!our!elite(Navy(SEAL's(brings!a(warehouse(of(knowledge(that!any!
weapons!enthusiast,!security!conscious!organization,!or!law!
enforcement!group!should!be!pleased!to!call!on.!



I(have(personally(called(on(Scott's(vast(experience(and(will(do(so(again.(
If(I(can(be(of(any(service(or(answer(any(questions(please(do(not(
hesitate(to(call(or(email(me.(

V(Larry(Browning(
972V989V3278(
LBrowning11@verizon.net((

(

The!very!first!thing!that!impressed!me!was!the!professionalism!that!
Scott!and!his!team!bring!to!the!class.!From!the!short!but!thorough!class!
room!orientation!focusing!on!safety!to!hands!on!training,!the!personal!
skill!they!all!exhibited!and!the!manner!in!which!they!maintained!control!
of!the!live!range.!

I’m!nearly!63!years!old!and!have!been!shooting!most!of!my!life.!My(skill(
level(was(greatly(improved(by(taking(Scott’s(Combat(Handgun(Class.(I(
would(strongly(recommend(it(to(people(of(all(ages(and(ability.(

Scott!and!his!team!make!everybody!feel!welcome!and!comfortable!no!
matter!what!skill!level!you’re!at.!Everybody!has!fun!and!everybody!
learns!skills!that!improve!not!only!their!shooting!ability!but!also!the!
thought!process!and!decision!making!process!that!needs!to!happen!if!
you!intend!to!survive!a!violent!self]defense!encounter!with!a!handgun.!

Scott!opened!and!ended!this!class!with!a!word!of!prayer.!In!this!violent!
time!we!find!ourselves!in,!we!need!a!lot!more!of!this.!

This!is!the!real!deal,!from!real!guys!with!real!world!experience.!When!
Scott!comes!back!to!West!Texas,!I!hope!to!be!able!to!take!the!next!class!
as!well.!

VRick(Hadley(

(

(

I(just(wanted(to(thank(you(for(the(absolute(best(experience(that(I(could(
have(imagined(at(your(firearms(training(course.((

I!have!been!shooting!and!hunting!my!entire!life!and!was!fortunate!to!
have!grown!up!in!a!family!where!I!was!taught!safety!and!respect!for!all!
types!of!firearms.!!With!that!said...!I!was!never!that!confident!with!
shooting!pistols.!!Additionally,!after!having!completed!my!CHL!Licensing!
I!figured!that!if!I!was!going!to!carry...then!I!needed!to!be!the!prepared!
for!all!that!that!entails.!!Without(a(doubt(I(came(out(of(your(class(with(
an(abundance(of(confidence(and(knowledge!!!



As!you!know!I!brought!my!18!year!old!son!with!me!to!the!class...I!was!
amazed!at!just!how!quick!he!picked!up!on!the!training!that!you!
provided.!!More!importantly,!I!am!confident!that!he!now!has!the!
knowledge!and!safety!consciousness!to!handle!himself!in!situations!
involving!a!pistol.!!He!also!kicked!my!butt!on!the!shooting!range...!!

We!look!forward!to!taking!future!classes!that!you!will!be!having.!!

Please(use(me(as(a(reference(for(anyone(who(may(be(considering(
taking(any(of(your(classes...they(will(not(be(dissatisfied.((

VBobby(Evans(

(

(

I(want(to(start(off(by(saying(there(are(no(better(people(than(Scott(and(
his(TacFrog(Global(guys.(The(knowledge(and(shooting(ability(is(
phenomenal,(no(matter(what(level(shooter(you(think(you(are(the(
instructors(and(training(will(improve(your(skills(tenfold.(This!combat!
shooting!class!is!by!far!the!best!class!I!have!ever!been!through.(I(would(
recommend(this(class(for(anyone(even(seasoned(gun(shooters(it(will(do(
nothing(but(hone(your(skills.!But!all!this!aside!you!won't!find!a!better!
group!of!guys!to!hang!out!with!for!a!day!on!the!range.!If!you’re!looking!
for!a!good!all]around!class!to!learn!shooting!skills!this!is!the!one!stop!
shop.!!
(
Big(thanks(to(all(the(guys(of(Tacfrog(global.(
VKris(Adams(

(

I!want!to!thank!you!for!this!weekend,!I!really!didn’t!know!what!to!expect!
going!in.!I!have!shot!a!handgun!some!but!not!a!lot!and!didn’t!consider!
myself!very!good!with!it.!After(one(day(with(you(I(fill(very(confident(and(
extremely(efficient(with(it.!You!showed!me!the!correct!way!to!shoot!and!
everything!fell!into!place!after!that!one!day!with!you.!I!can’t!wait!to!get!
you!back!out!to!Odessa!to!learn!and!become!even!better.!Not!only!that,!
you’re!a!man!of!God!and!that!just!topped!off!a!wonderful!weekend.!!

Thank(you(so(much((
VTommy(Salmon(

(

(

(



(

Scott(is(a(true(professional!(He(and(his(staff(were(most(informative(
and(friendly.(If(you(want(to(learn(the(correct(way(to(shoot(a(pistol,(
these(guys(can!(Had!a!great!time,!shot!a!lot,!learned!a!great!deal!!Being!
around!a!great!Christian!leader!was!exciting,!thanks!for!your!service!!!

–(Calvin(Smith(

(

April!of!2015,!I!had!the!privilege!of!attending!a!pistol!efficiency!training!
course!put!on!by!Scott!Phillips.!I!cannot!say!enough!about!the!
professionalism!and!the!knowledge!of!Scott!Phillips!and!his!assistant!
instructors!during!the!class.!The(improvement(I(gained(in(technique,(
gun(handling,(accuracy(and(target(acquisition(was(truly(amazing.!I(
would(highly(recommend(this(course(to(anyone(desiring(enhanced(
pistol(use.!Should!I!ever!have!the!opportunity!to!be!a!part!of!any!of!
Scott's!training!seminars!I!will!certainly!make!every!effort!to!attend.!He(
is("top(shelf(people"(and(a(true(warrior(for(his(brothers(and(sisters(in(
Christ.((

Thank!you!Scott!Phillips!for!sharing!your!knowledge!with!me!!!!

(

(

(

!!!!

!

DETAILS:(

((

It's(open(to(law(abiding(citizens(who(are(at(least(21(yoa,(or(have(
graduated(high(school(and(are(headed(into(the(service,(or(16(yoa(and(
attending(with(a(parent.(((((

((

Limited(Availability:(

(The(class(is(filling(up(FAST!(I'm(capping(it(at(20(students,(and(the(
registrations(are(already(coming(in!(

(((



Instructor:(
Scott(Phillips(

Former(Navy(SEAL(

((

Class(Dates:(

Saturday,(August(8,(2015((Canton,(TX)(
Saturday,(September(12,(2015((Canton,(TX)(

INTERMEDIATE(CLASS(Saturday,(October(10,(2015((Canton,(TX)(
INTERMEDIATE(CLASS(Saturday,(October(24TH,(2015((Odessa,(TX)(

Sunday,(October(25th,(2015((Odessa,(TX)(
INTERMEDIATE(CLASS(Saturday,(November(14,(2015((Canton,(TX)(

Saturday,(December(12,(2015((Canton,(TX)(
(

Locations:(

Private(Range(
Box(829(VZ(Co.(Rd(1308(
Canton,(Texas(75103(

And(

Private(Range(

Odessa,(TX(

(

Investment:(

CHC($1500(

ICHC($1700(

$399(CHC((Early(Bird(PreVRegistration(Discount)(

$599((Game(Day(V(IF(available)(

$499(ICHC((Early(Bird(PreVRegistration(Discount)(

$699((Game(Day(–(IF(available)(

(

REGISTER(NOW(
via(email(at(



TacFrog@hotmail.com(
(

!
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